Conformational and thermal characterization of a synthetic peptidic fragment inspired from human tropoelastin: Signature of the amyloid fibers.
This work deals with the conformational and thermal characterization of a synthetic peptide (S4) released during the proteolysis of human tropoelastin by the matrix metalloproteinase-12 that was shown to form amyloid-like fibres under certain conditions. S4 peptides were synthesized by solid-phase methodology and aggregated in solution at 80°C. Fourier transform-infrared spectroscopy (FT-IR) was used to access the secondary structure. Thermal characterization was performed by thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) and differential scanning calorimetry (DSC). The DSC study of the soluble linear peptide S4 in solution in TBS reveals the irreversible aggregation into amyloid fibres. FT-IR, DSC and TGA analyses performed on freeze-dried samples evidence differences between the linear peptide and its associated amyloid-like fibres, both on the conformation and the physical structure. When S4 peptides are aggregated, the prominent conformation scanned by FT-IR is the cross β-structure, corresponding to TGA to an increase of the thermal stability. Moreover, the DSC thermograms of S4 fibres are characteristic of a highly ordered structure, in contrast to the DSC thermograms of S4 linear peptides, characteristic of an amorphous structure. Finally, the DSC analysis of differently hydrated S4 fibres brings to the fore the specific thermal answer of the wet interfaces of the cross β-fibres. FT-IR and thermal techniques are well suited to evidence conformational and structural differences between the soluble peptide and its amyloid form.